Talend Connect World Tour 2020 Agenda
Europe | 5th November | 12.00 GMT/13.00 CET

11.30 –
16.00 GMT

GENIUS BAR – Get your questions answered by our subject matter experts
EXHIBIT HALL – Discover how partners use Talend technology and support to create comprehensive data solutions for your business

12.00 –
12.45

OPENING KEYNOTE: Christal Bemont, CEO, Talend, Talend Product Management, and more
HOSTED BY: Gareth Vincent, SVP, EMEA, Talend

13.00 –
14.50

Everyone’s a Data User Technical Track
Join fellow practitioners for an in depth look at
how modern businesses are empowering more
users to become data driven, for better
outcomes. Hear from Talend customers,
partners, and experts and learn about the latest
technologies to unlock the potential of
organizations with data literacy.

Trusted Data for Success Business Track
Data can make or break your business. If your
data is unreliable, so are your decisions. You'll
hear from Talend customers as they discuss how
they are finding success by ensuring that
decisions are made on trusted data.

The Future is Now Executive Track
Join a diversified group of industry experts and
thought leaders as we explore how data is
transforming the way we lead. Trusted data and
agility are the superpowers for the leadership of
today.

15.00 –
15.30

CLOSING KEYNOTE: Guest speaker announcement coming soon!

15.30 –
16.00

POST-EVENT NETWORKING EVENT WITH TALEND ~ Details coming soon
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Time
13.00 –
13.30
GMT

13.40 –
14.10

14.20 –
14.50

Everyone’s a Data User Track

Trusted Data for Success Track

Making Your Data More Accessible with Cloud,
Automation and Trust
Accenture and Talend
See how Talend partner Accenture used Talend to help
their customers transform their data into a
competitive advantage and helped them modernize by
moving to the cloud.

Better Decisions, Made Faster with High Quality Data
in Real Time
Deloitte, Energy Australia and Talend
Learn from Talend partner Deloitte and see how they
helped their customer harness real time data using
Talend to improve planning and operations.

Sharing is Caring – Building a Modern Microservices
Architecture Helps Everyone Get Ahead
Lowe’s and Talend
Get an in-depth view of how businesses can take
advantage of APIs and application integration to drive
data literacy and better results.

Happier Customers, Better Results with Data You Can
Trust
Harmoney and Talend
Find out how trusted data can help you reach your
customers more effectively. Learn about how Talend
makes it easier to ensure that your customer
interactions are more personalized, engaging, and
satisfying, leading to better results

Cloud for Everyone – See How Easy it is to Make
Cloud Accessible with Stitch from Talend
Talend
Stitch makes it easy for anyone to take advantage of
the cloud for analytics. This interactive workshop will
walk you through the simple steps of moving data
from several SaaS platforms to a Snowflake cloud data
warehouse and stage if for more advanced analytics.

Talend Trust Score – See How You Can Get Happier
Data Users and Better Results
Talend
Talend Trust Score measures the health of your data
across the enterprise and makes it easy to remedy
issues. In this hands-on workshop, you will find out in
depth about how the Trust Score works and assess the
trustworthiness of your own data using the new free
Talend Trust Assessor.

The Future is Now Track
10AM – 10:50AM
Diamonds, Data & Detonators: Three things you
should trust
Christal Bemont, CEO, Talend
Christal Bemont, Talend CEO, leads a lively panel
discussion on the importance of trustworthy data.

Driving Transformation with Data: C-Suite Edition
Lauren Vaccarello, CMO, Talend
Adam Meister, CFO, Talend
Lauren Vaccarello, Talend CMO, joins Adam Meister,
Talend CFO, and more for an Executive Roundtable on
leading a Data Driven Culture.
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